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M E PILOT IN COMMAND IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SAFE AND PROPER
OPERATION OF HiSlHER AIRCRAFT
AND IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF
THE PILOT IN COMMAND TO OPERATETHAT AIRCRAFT INCOMPLIANCE
WITH THAT AIRCRAFT'S P l L o r s OPERATING HANDBOOK AND OTHER
OFFICIAL MANUALS AND DIRECTIVES.
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tenance tips, av alerts, safety flying,
insurance reports, and government
and industry relationships. There
are a lot of pilots out there who know
this machine well and have great
knowledgein flying it and we would
like to tap your knowledge to help us
But most of our efforts have been fly our planes more efficiently and
dinxted to developing the struch~re safely.
of the organization including establishing the newsletter, setting a time But, the main purpose of any society
and place for the annual meeting, is not only the resolution of comelectingofficers, establishinga board mon problems but the camaraderie
of directors,defining committeeob- we develop in flying one of the best
jectives, appointing committee general aviation aircraft ever built.
chairmen and developing liaisons Friendships and a good time, is what
with other aviation societies. We I see as the main aim of any owners
have joined the Malibu Coalition so pilots association.
that we could adequately impact on
Fortunately, I was able to attend the
the AD via a national presence.
Bonanza Society meeting and had
We have been addressing several spent at least one and one half-hours
important items including the fol- with the executive director of the
lowing: the AD via the coalition society. Apparently they have had
secondly, training via our input into their share of problems in the early
future syllabii and working with the development of the society and I
air safety foundations of other avia- hope to benefit from that experition societies. Thirdly, the annual ence.
meeting is beginning to shape up
and we expect a good turnout in The gist of his comments was that
most members are interested in flyNovember in Sarasota.
ing techniques and maintenance and
The AD has made me aware of my that is going to be our emphasis as
own deficiencies in flying the ma- well. But we need to identify those
chine and I have become more con- people who have had a lot of expeservativein my flying such as power rience in the Malibu and those who
reduction with descents, nailing the will have the time to devote to the
Va in all turbulence, lower power society. If you have maintenance
settings, etc. If indeed the breakups tips or have definite ideas on how to
are related to pilot error then it is fly the Malibu let us all know and be
through a society such as this where prepared to write an article in the
we can hash out how to really fly the newsletter.
machine and how best to fly it safely.
The annual meeting promises to be
There are many professional pilots interesting with time devoted to techand high time owner pilots who we niques on flying, maintenance, govneed to hear from. The newsletter, ernment relations, aircraft inspecthe annual meeting, and the general tion, vendor presentations, and an
networking of an association will outstanding keynote speaker. If you
have any topics you would like to
help us achieve this.
have covered contact Heather.
The newsletter, will be coming out
on a quarterly basis for the time See you in Sarasota!
being and will always include main-

iirectors we could not adequately
iddress some of the problems but
we were able to contact all owners to
press on with a massive letter campaign and it was successful and the
AD was partially rescinded.

Sy Weiner
President and Board Member

Dear Fellow Malibu Owner
and Pilot,
Welcome to the Malibu Owners and
Pilots Association!
I still remember the first time I perused the literature about the Malibu
and I immediately fell in love with
the machine. It had everything a
pilot could want; speed, redundancy,
pressurization, deice equipment,
economy and it looked awfully sexy.
After 1000hours of flying the PA46
in every imaginable weather; ice,
thunderstorms, tuhulence, I still feel
the same way about the plane. It still
is the best plane that I have eve1
flowndespite some of the early problems. Unfortunately, we have had
some unexpected severe problems
recently, namely, the recent AD and
the inflight breakups which
prompted the AD.
The autopilot still remains suspect.
It was unfortunate that these problems surfaced as we were organizing the society. Without a board ol

kid

orexittheclouds
as apassengerof
a totally uncontrolled aircraft.
SimCom allows
you, the pilot, to
practice such
maneuvers in
the safety and
comfort of a full
wq vision, digital
controlledsirnulator. A lOx40ft
screen projects a
180degree panoramic view to
the pilot during
VFR conditions.
Night and IFR conditions are a key
stroke away. The BendidKing FDI
AP found in most Malibu's is accurately replicated in our B-58P sim.
The device is used in the initial and
refrzsher course to improve the pilots ability to fly instrument procedures and detect autopilot malfunctions. SimCom's Malibu program
directly addresses the needs of
transitioning and experienced

1

SimCom Simulator
You are cruising at FL190 on the
autopilot solid IER enjoying a well
planned and executed flight, when
you feel and notice the airplane's
nose pitch down sharply but
smoothly and the attitude indicator
begins to tumble, your actions in the
next five seconds will determine if
you will safely recover your aircraft

Malibu pilots by stressing the analytical need to constantly evaluate
weather and other flight conditions
throughout the flight.

Our Malibu program was designed
and is administered by myself,
former Piper Training Center manager, and taught by Mitch Johnson,
a 20,000 hr pilot with an aeronautical engineering degree who also has
600 MalibulMirage hours logged.
SimCom's Initial Malibu courseis 5
days in duration with 18 hours of
ground school, 6 hours sim, and 10
hours flight. Refresher training is 3
days in length with 12 hours ground
school, 4 hours sim, and 6 hours
flight. Flights in the aircraft are
mandatory for both courses. All
flight scenarios are conducted to
stress high altitude and instrument
procedures. The pilots judgmental
and analytical skills to conduct safe
flight are constantly being evaluated during the course. SimCom's
Malibu/Mirageprogram is approved
by all aviation underwriters.

FROM THE MALIBU COALITION

SPECIAL THANKS

II

On behalf of all MalibWrage owners and pilots, a special round of applause should go to Mr. Hal
Shevers of Sporty's Pilot Shop of Batavia, Ohio. Mr. Shevers was very gracious and supportive with
his very generous donation of $1000 to the Malibu Coalition. Mr. Shevers does not own or fly a Malibu,
but he did feel that we had a good cause and was willing to help.

1I

Sporty's Pilot Shop is a very well known and respected mail order firm for pilot supplies and
accessories, located on the Clermont County Airport, Betavia, OH, 45 103.
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native of Michigan, he has lived in
Florida for over ten years. Steve is
in the automobile business with
dealerships in Vero Beach and Fort
Pierce, FL,while Stacey works with
Delta Airlines.
Steve has been a pilot for nine years.
Previous to the Malibu, he owned a
Seneca I1 and a Cherokee Six. Steve
has owned his new Malibu since
1985, and has 650 hours in it.

chased a Piper Saratoga SP in 1980,
In 1984, his company bought the
Piper Malibu for business purposes.
Jancurrently flies 3OO+ hours a year.
He has 2000 hours total time in
various aircraft, including some recent acrobatic flying.
Jan believes the Malibu to be the
ideal aircraft for a business-professional person who has frequent trips
of 500 - 100 miles with three to four
associates.

Sy Weiner
President and Board Member
Sy was born in 1934 and is a retired
physician. He has lived in Daytona
Beach, Florida forthe past two years
at Spruce Creek Fly-In, where four
MalibuIMirages are hangared. He
started flying in 1975, obtaining his
instrument rating in 1978.
He began flying with a PA28 and
then on to several PA32 models, and
finally bought his 1984 Malibu in Jan Klinck
1987. He bought the PA461310P Vice President and Board
from SkyTech, Inc. in Baltimore, Member
MD and has since accumulated 1000
hours in N77LS.
Jan lives inMcAllen, Texas with his
He has taken three Piper refresher wife Sally and two sons. He is a
courses and one course outside oT graduate of the University of Texas
Piper on a yearly basis. He uses the College of Pharmacy and is curaircraft for personal and business on rently President of Klinck Drug
stores, a local chain of drug stores in
a 75/25 basis.
the Rio Grande Valley of Texas.
Sy is also Chairman of the Annual
Meeting Committee and the News- He has held several offices with
pharmaceutical associations, and is
letter Committee.
currently on the Board of the Texas
Pharmaceutical Foundation, Texas
PharmaceuticalInsurance Trust and
Steven Barnett
Texas State Bank. He is also a
member of numerous civic organiBoard Member
zations in the McAllen area.
Steve lives in Vero Beach, Florida
with his wife, Stacey. Although a Jan began flying in 1976 and purSeptember 1991 .Page 5

Mark Swatek
SecretaryITreasurer and Board
Member
Mark is vice president of Swatek
Sales Corporation in Lake Geneva,
Wisconsin. His is a diversifiedfamily business dealing primarily in retail entities involving petroleum,
convenience stores, restaurants and
trolleys.
Markis agraduateof WesternMichigan University and the University
of Evansville,with degrees in petroleum distribution and marketing]
management.
Continued on Page 6
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Heather lives in Denver, Colorado
with her husband, Bill White, an
aviation attorney. She is a graduate
of the University of Colorado, and is
a private pilot. She is also Executive
Director of the Aerostar Owners
Association.

Mark began flying at age 15 and has
accumulated 1900 hours total time.
He has 150hoursinhis 1987Malibu,
N801DC.
Mark is Chairman of the Safety and
Training Committee.

Born in the Air Force, Heather has
been around aviation all her life.
She has also worked with a variety
of aviation companies including
Piper Aircraft Corp., Beckett, Inc.
(FBO), the Piper Distributor for the
Rocky Mountain States, and Associate Producer for several airshows
around the country.

Stanley "Sandy" Rand
Board Member
Sandy is President of Rand Insurance, Inc. and Rand Travel. He has
23 years in the insurance and travel
industries. He and his wife Susan
live in Riverside, CT with their three
children. Sandy is a graduate of
Stetson University, Florida and
served with the US Army Special
John Foster
Forces from 1965 to 1968, with a
Board Member
tour in Vietnam. He is an avid
outdoor sportsman, and is currently
John is Vice President of SkyTech, a state chairman and trustee with
Inc. a Piper Dealer and Service Cen- Ducks Unlimited, Inc.
ter located in Baltimore.
Sandyholds a private/instrumentratSkyTech is the most active Malibu ing with about 1000hours total time.
Sales and Service organization in He has owned a Rockwell 114,Piper
the US, and has been ranked among Archer, Bonanza A-36, prior to his
the leaders in the sale of new Piper 1989 Mirage.
products for the last decade.
Sandy is Chairman of the Insurance
Additionally, SkyTech tracks the Committee.
pre-owned Malibu market on a serial number by serial number basis
worldwide.
John is a member of the Executive
Committee of The Malibu Coalition, as well as a Board member of
MIMOPA.

Are You a
Member of The
I MalibueMirage
I Owners and
I
Pilots
I
Association
I

I
I

I
I
I
1
I
I
II

If not, you need
to join today,

Call Heather at

He is a multi-engine and instrument
rated pilot with over 700 hours in 65
different Malibus and Mirages. John
is a 1978 graduate of Wake Forest
University .
John is Chairman of the Maintenance Committee.

Heather is the primary contact for
WMOPA through her office in
Denver. m

303-399-1 440
Heather Blanchard
Executive Director
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You'll be doing
;yourself a favor. ;
I

~NTERPRETINGWEATHER
A few years ago turbo charging was

not used on small general aviation
aircraft. After turbo charging came
into the small single engine line we
were able to go higher to clear some
weather, however, most did not fly
that high because we had to suck on
oxygen. The usual IFR concern was
ground fog and of course structural
ice. Along came the Malibu, a pressurized single that has no match,
even with the engine and system
problems it's the best. Is this good?
Yes, most of the flight we are above
all the weather looking down at it
from a nice quite, pleasant, pressurized cabin. This all changes when
there is build ups of cumulus clouds
in the higher levels. They become
much more violent up and down

drafts that down low may have been
1,000 to 3,000 feet now become
3,000 to 6,000 feet or greater, far
exceeding what any aircraft is certified for.
Other things are changing also, the
earth's surface is getting warmer
which means we have many more
thunderstorms than a decade ago. In
Florida alone we have an average of
four tornadic type systems per day
on a yearly basis, not many during
the winter months so that only means
we get plenty of them in the summer.
We say flying higher is safer and it
is with so many more options to
choose if an engine gives up or etc.

However, all this safety goes out the
window when we do not receive and
interpret the weather that may accompany us in these high altitudes.
10,000 flight hours in the right seat
of a small airplane at low levels does
not prepare you for high altitude,
you must be able to read the weather
systems, fronts, etc. If tops exceed
20,000 feet and it's building, it's
going to be bad, don't go.

=

,

Lester Kyle has been a
flight instructor for 23
yearswith the last 8 years
in
Malibus
and
Aerostars,flyinghigh but
keeping dry.

SPECIAL THANKS AND RECOGNITION
TO OUR FOUNDERS' FUND CONTRIBUTORS
Tony Dustman

N9143B

Bloomington, IL

Dennis Watt

N9173Z

Plymouth, MN

Ted Rogers

N43911

Waldorf, MD

Alan Rutherford

N825WS

Panama City, FL

Sy Weiner

N77LS

Daytona Beach, FL

Also thank you to Tim Wald for his extra contribution for our efforts toward the fight
against the A.D.
These Founders have contributed $500over their annual dues to contribute to the health
and wealth of MIMOPA. These contributions have helped capitalize our new association,
and make this newsletter and the upcoming annual meeting possible. Many thanks.
If you would like to join the ranks of these generous and noteworthy individuals, please
send your Founders' Fund contribution to: MalibuIMirage Owners & Pilots Assoc. 341
Albion Street Denver, CO 80220.
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Kevin Mead

h i s is the first in a series of maintelance articles designed to educate
~ndinform the owners and pilots of
vlalibu series aircraft. Many years
)f Malibu maintenance experience
lave convinced me that operators
ieed some guidelines to help them
work more productively with their
nechanics to make sure their air:raft are safe and reliable. When
;eeing a Malibu for the first time I
'requently discover that previous
naintenance operations have over.ooked some of the finer points in
:he overall maintenance of the
Malibu. Most often, the operators
are completely surprised by these
~missions.

This situation can be at least partially eliminated if operators can
become more familiar with the basic needs of their aircraft and if they
can become more knowledgeable
about the symptomsof certain common problems. In each article of this
series I will focus on a different
Malibu
system. I will first provide a
Kevin is a graduate of the Sparlist
of
common
symptoms which
tan School of Aeronautics and
will be followed by a list of possible
holds a n F A A Airframe and causes of the symptoms.
Powerplant license with Inspection Authorization (IA). He is This should help operators become
more proficient at troubleshooting.
also a licensed Private Pilot.
Lastly, I will list a few measures that
can be taken to help eliminate or
minimize the occurrence of these
problems. Due to the complexity of
the Continental BE engine, I will
focus on commonly experienced
engine problems in the first few articles.

Director of Maintenance for
SkyTech, Inc. in Baltimore, one
of the largest Piper Service Centers in the U.S., which specializes in Malibu maintenance.

SYMPTOMS
1)Lossofmanifold pressure inclimb
or at high cruise altitudes. 2) Rough
engine operations with TIT near 50
degrees leanof peak. 3) White powder on engine mount or on ignition
leads. 4) Cruise fuel flow figures not
meeting book values.
September 1991 Page 8

POSSIBLE CAUSES
1) Induction leak: often caused by
misaligned hoses or loose clamps.
2) Exhaust leak: often caused by
oversized riser andlor crossoverslip
joints. Also, broken or missing exhaust components.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES
1) At annual inspection or whenever
these systems are maintained make
sure induction and exhaust systems
are leak-checked using a regulated
air source. 2) At every oil change
check hose clamps and mounting
hardware for tightness.

SYMPTOMS
1)Take-off and climb fuel flow figures not meeting red-line or book
values. 2) High (possibly very high)
CHT values duringcruise andclimb.
3) Engine is prone to dying after
starting when cold. 4) Loss of engine RPM at take-off accompanied
by black smoke.

POSSIBLE CAUSES
1) Improperly adjusted engine fuel
system.
2) Inaccurateengine indicators (particularly fuel flow and RPM indicators).
3) Leaks in engine fuel system.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES
1) Check and adjust fuel system per
latest Continental service bulletin.
This is such a pervasive problem
that this preventive measure should
be performed at engine installation
or any time a fuel system component is'replaced.
2) Under no circumstances trust the
accuracy of engine indicators. Use
only calibrated gauges and test
equipment.

Maiibu~MlnpMagazine

SYMPTOMS

no circumstances should the magnetos be overlooked during annual
or 100 hour inspections. This is a
common omission.
2) Maintain spark plug gap at .016".

1) Difficulty in starting engine accompaniedby unusually highor low
magneto drop.
2) Unusually high and rising EGT
and TIT indications.
3) Engine misses at high altitudes SYMPTOMS
during cruise or climb.
1) High CHT indications during
climb and high altitude cruise when
POSSIBLE CAUSES
all other indications are normal.
1) Magneto point gap insufficient, (Sometimes accompanied by high
thereby affecting magneto internal oil temperatures)
timing.
2) Moisture present inside one or POSSIBLE CAUSES
both magnetos.
1) Aluminum engine baffles not
3) Excessive spark plug gap.
4) Loss of magneto pressurization. maintaining good contact with cylinders and crankcase.
PREVENTIVE MEASURES
2) Rubber baffle seal material not
making good contact with engine
1) Guidelines as spelled out in Slick cowling.
service bulletins #1-88 and #I-86 3) CHT indication system inaccushould be strictly adhered to. Under rate.

4) Leakage at exhaust slip joints.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES
1) Ensure that aluminum baffles are
tight fitting against cylinders.
2) Periodically inspect inside of engine cowlings for area where paint
has been rubbed off. (Bright shiny
bare metal appearance) This indicates that proper contact between
baffle seals and cowling is being
maintained.

Due to space limitation, I have been
able to elaborateononly a few of the
most common problems of the engine system. I plan to continue with
more in the next article.
It should be remembered that, because of the complexity of the
Malibu, it is less forgiving of ne~ l e c tand poor maintenance than
other light krcraft.

FIRST ANNUAL CONVENTION AND FLY-IN
NOVEMBER 22 -25,1991
HYATT SARASOTA, FLORIDA
YOU WILL BE RECEIVING REGISTRATION FORMS AND A
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS SOON REGARDING THIS MEETING.
Already scheduled:
Richard Collins, Keynote speaker on Right Level Flying.
Insight, Inc. on Multi-Probe EGTICHT and "Storm Strike" instrumentation.
Gary Picou of "Avionics Review," re: operation of your autopilot, as part of the
Flying & Safety Panel.
Coalition Update Panel with Langhorne Bond, FAA and NTSB.
Insurance Panel with an aviation underwriter and aviation insurance broker.
Flying & Safety Panel with noted Malibu flight training specialists.
Maintenance Panel with experienced MalibuIMirage mechanics.
Maintenance Clinic with the opportunity to have your aircraft checked out by "the
best" in Malibu maintenance.
And of course, social opportunities to get to know each other and special
programs for the ladies.

LOOK FOR REGISTRATION FORMS, HOTEL RESERVATION CARDS AND A
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS IN OUR NEXT MAILING.
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With the advent of AD 91-07-08,
most Malibu owners were quick to
recognize the need for a coordinated,
well-funded approach to restoring
Full Flight Status for our aircraft.
With The MalibdMirage Owners
and Pilot's Association still in the
incubator stage, a group of owners
set out to organize and fund an ad
hoc organization capable of opening direct dialogue with those responsible for the AD. To that end,
72 Owners and Dealers joined The
Malibu Coalition and contributed
over $1,000 eachinto the Full Flight
Status Fund.

John Foster of SkyTech, Inc. in Baltimore, met with AOPA President
Phil Boyer and his staff on June 3rd.
Although very supportive of our efforts, it is clear that the vast majority
of the AOPAmembershipviews the
Malibu as a "rich man's toy" (their
term) and that the majority does not
support widespread expendituresby
the AOPA on behalf of Malibu owners. Although assuring us that they
continue to pursue the release of the
AD through contact with NTSB
Chairman Kolstad and FAA Administrator Busey , the AOPA offered little othersupport.The AOPA
is steadfastlyopposed to more strinSome of the proceeds from the fund gent training requirements directed
were initially used to retain the coun- at the Malibu because of its precesel of former FAA Administrator dent potential.
Langhome Bond. Since April 20th
of this year Mr. Bond has repre- Following the meeting with the
sented the Coalition at the highest AOPA,theCoalition's agendacalled
for a visit to King Radio in Olathe,
levels of the FAA.
Kansas. King Radio President Craig
One of the first assignments under- Christie, Chief Test Pilot Lloyd
taken by Mr. Bond was the comple- Bingham (who flew the original
tion of the Piper Malibu Transition Malibu certification tests), Public
Course taught in Vero Beach. His RelationsDirectorChrisDurkin,and
attendance served three purposes, several other high-ranking King
including familiarization with the managers met with the Coalition's
PA-46 and its operation, an evalua- Langhome Bond and JohnFoster. A
tion of the course itself, and the lengthy meeting included an analyopportunity to have frank discus- sis of the component parts of the
sions with Piper Senior Engineers KFC-150 autopilot,how those comabout the aircraft and the accidents ponents change from Malibus to
that precipitated the AD. Upon Mirages, and the parameters by
completion of the course, Mr. Bond which the autopilot was certified in
made recommendationsto Training the PA-46. Our hosts also shared
Director Bob Scott, which were information regarding autopilot
taken into consideration when the components recovered from accinew Piper training syllabus was dent aircraft, and the results of testing on those components by King
implemented on July 1.
engineers. A "certification audit''
With the intent of exploring a coor- has been completed by King at the
dination of efforts, the Coalition's request of the FAA and under the
Executive Committee,comprised of auspices of the FAA's Special CerMr. Bond, Malibu ownersLeeMorse tificationReview Committee(SCR).
of Great Falls, Virginia, Dr. Michael King has also undertaken an indeAlper of Brookline, Massachusetts, pendent analysis of existing radar
Don Jacobson of East Glastonbury, data for the domestic accidents, and
Connecticut, and Dealer member presented a copy of the flightpath
Septmnber 1991 Page 10

graphs to the Coalition. They cautioned, however, that the most authoritative evaluation of the radar
data would be forthcoming from the
NTSB, which has yet to collect and
analyze existing weather data.
King's current stance on the investigation is that it will not be complete
until the NTSB has acquired all of
the existing weather data and completed its analysis of the radar data.
The most recent missionundertaken
by the Coalition was a meeting in
Kansas City with the FAA's Special
CertificationReview Committee. In
addition to 8 of the 10 members of
the SCR, Don Jacobsen, Manager of
Small Aircraft Certification for the
FAA, attended a meeting with
Langhorne Bond, Don Jacobson, and
JohnFoster.The Coalition presented
an overview of each accident that is
under investigation, with the SCR
contributing additional data and verifying what the Coalition presented.
The SCR concurs with King that the
NTSB analysis of radar and weather
data remains incomplete, and stated
their intent to press the NTSB for a
higher priority than they are currently receiving. According to the
SCR both the airframe and autopilot
meet, and in many cases substantially exceed, existing certification
requirements. Nevertheless, the
Committeehas requested additional
flight testing for both the airframe
and the autopilot, and has issued to
Piper and King a list of items to be
"flown off' before the Committee's
final reports are produced for the
FAA. The tests are projected to be
completedby the end of August, and
the SCR has stated that their intent is
to issue findings and recommendations that will result in the removal
of the AD.
Based on raw data currently in their
possession the SCR theorizes that
Continued Next Page

the breakups have taken place at
high speed, and they have fomulated an opinion as to what speed is
necessary to generate the aerodynamic forces required to damage the
aircraft. A vigorous discussion of
the use of the Altitude Pre-Select
system as strictly an altitude alerter
resulted in a method by which the
unit may be reinstalled in the aircraft, but not used for altitude
changes. Additional discussion of
pilot training revealed that the SCR
was very receptive to our views.
The next stop for the Coalition is a
meeting with the National Transportation Safety Board, which is
scheduled for mid-August.
The initial goal of the Coalition was
simply to restore the Full Flight Status of our aircraft. While steadfast in
our commitment to this goal, it has
become apparent that we are concurrently obligated to restore the
seriously eroded "Full Market Status" of our Malibus. Our intent is to
coordinate The Coalition's efforts

with those of the Malibflirage
Owner's and Pilot's Association, and
to attract media coverage of the
FAA's and NTSB's findings that is
equal to the coverage of the issuance
of the AD. Armed with the information collected through the previously
mentioned sources, Mr. Bond has
consented to represent Malibu owners as a recognizable, unbiased, and
credible media focal point. Following the publication of the FAA and
NTSB findings, our objective will
be the reintroduction of the Malibu
and Mirage back into the marketplace boasting a "clean bill of
health", or with specific safety improvements, as appropriate. Promotion of either circumstance will have
the multiple effect of enhancing the
public perception of the Malibu, returning its value to more normal
levels, and addressing the fears of
our Insurance Agents and Bankers.

tion meet on common ground. The
Malibu Coalition, born of necessity,
will cease to exist upon completion
or consolidation of our goal. The
formation of MIMOPA established
the vehicle with which to pursue
future actions that might adversely
affect us as Malibu owners and operators, preempting the need for a
secondMalibu Coalition. Atpresent,
however, the Coalition continues to
actively seek the financial support
of ALL Malibu owners. A contribution of $1,000 is sought in an effort
to more fairly distribute the financial burden of protecting our aircraft. Funds that remain in the account upon resolution of the issues
delineated above will be returned to
members on a pro-rata basis. For
details on how to contribute call
(301)574-4144, or simply mail your
contribution, identifying owner's
name and the aircraft registration
number, to:

The reintroduction of the Malibu
into the marketplace is the point at
which The Malibu Coalition and the
MalibdMirage Owner's Associa-

The Malibu Coalition
1300 North 17th Street
Arlington, Virginia 22209

Call Us For a
Renewal Quote!
If your insurance is about to renew, let us give your a quote from one of
several top companies we represent, You don't have to pay the highest price
to get the highest quality coverage. Call Alan Gallaway today.
Toll-Free: (In California) 1-800-338-1661
(Outside California) 1-800-537-0960
(In Sacramento, California) 916 -428-5503

Werl hof Aviation lnsurance
I

Buy Your Malibu Insurance from Someone Who Knows The Market
September 1991 Page 11
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Though our association was born
prior to the publication of the onerous A.D. restricting the use of the
MalibulMirage, we were propelled
into action as the result of the FAA
action. Every organization must
have short term goals with appropriate tactical plans to carry out these
goals. What are the goals of M/
MOPA?
During the tumult of the A.D., I had
the opportunity to hear some of our
fellow owner's and pilot's wishes.
Aside from the complete lifting of
the A.D., you had wished to see the
value of the aircraft maintained and
the insurance premiums stabilized.
It has also become abundantly clear
that how our fellow pilots fly their
craft will affect other pilots, be it in
insurance premiums or the publicationof nefarious A.D.'s, whichcould
affect us in a more devastating way.
In short, flying safely and maintaining our planes adequately to get the
longest trouble free life are the most
important objectives of our group.
Our strategic goals must consist of
the following:
1. Communicationof the bestknowledge on how to fly the PA46 safely,
efficiently, with the least damage to
engine, airframe, and ourselves as
well as our passengers.
2. Dissemination of Safety and Service reports.
3. Maintenance of the economic
value of the aircraft.
4. Training in safe low and high
altitude flight including turbulence

and autopilot operations.

5. Obtaining favorable insurance
rates.
6. Flying techniques to increase the
longevity of the aircraft and engine.
7. Increase our membership for full
capitalization of the Association.
How do we propose to carry out
these goals? What are our tactical
plans?
1. Communicate knowledge via the
newsletter, which will be initially
published quarterly. We will seek
the input of any PA46 owner. The
newsletter will contain aviation
safety alerts and as much field information as possible.
2. The annual meeting will give us
the opportunity to share flying techniques, safety tips, maintenance tips,
as well as to influence the trade.
3. A permanent government affairs
committee will become a necessity.
4. WMOPA will work with the
training vendors so as to influence
the content of the training syllabi to
reflect M/MOPA concernsand needs
for safe flight. We will work with
established safety foundations.
5. WMOPA will offer maintenance
clinics at the annual meeting as well
as maintenance seminars.
6. To maintain the value of our
aircraft, we will monitor safety alerts,
NTSB reports, availability of parts,
status of the manufacturer, and design and/or manufacturing defects.
We hope to recommend design
changes to increase trouble free
flight.
7. MIMOPA will directly negotiate

with insurance companieshrokers
to obtain the best rates for our members. MlMOPA will also deal with
the insurance companies regarding
training requirements and will monitor the industry in general.
8. WMOPA will strive to improve
memberbenefits to includediscounts
for insurance, tapes, books, maintenance clinics, training, travel, etc.
In order to accomplish these plans,
the organization requires help from
you, the members. We need:
1. Energetic volunteers who have
the time to devote to the Association. For example, the retired, devoted and semi-retired.
2. Direction from the membership
in regards to maintenance, flight
training, and annual meetings.
3. Cooperation of dealers, manufacturers, maintenance facilities and
commercial members.
4. Active committees.

I am optimistic we can attain our
goals, but we will need your help.
Ask a fellow MalibuIMirage owner
to join the Association, volunteer
real time, participate in our committees, in our maintenance clinics and
annual meeting, and contribute actively to the newsletter.

I know there are many capable and
knowledgeable folks out there who
would love the share their ideas. Let
us hear from you!!
See you in Sarasota!

=

The MalibueMirage Owners
Association Needs You! Join Today!
Call Heather at 303.3994440
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Return-to-Service Test Flight ... Is before launching your Malibu on a
it really necessary? Is it a legal test flight. Don't let someone do
requirement? Why should I do it? you a favor (or you do them a favor)
Who should do it? How long does it by test flying your plane to build
their flying time or just to fly a
take?
Malibu. Don't work the test flight in
We will take a look at the answers to with flight training - your attention
these questions and many more in must be given to performing a thorthe following discussion. I person- oughcheckoutof the aircraft. Don't
ally believe a Return-to-ServiceTest fly IFR, unless you have two pilot's
Hight should be performed any time - one to fly and talk to ATC and the
engine or control surface repairs and other to checkout the aircraft. Ceradjustments were made, an aircraft tainly don't depart in marginal
is coming out of an annual or 100 weather - what if you needed to
hour inspection, after major mainte- return post-haste due to a problem?
nance was performed, etc.
I am sure I could come up with
others, but finally - don't test fly
Legally, it depends on how the me- your Malibu while wearing a headchanicorinspectorinterpretthe regu- set. I know you will feel naked but
lations. One shop may indicate a you must be able to hear any and all
test flight is necessary, another may sounds around you.
say don't worry about it. "Why
should the answer to this be any The larger Service Centers around
different than most other rules re- the country have qualified pilots
garding aviation?"
available to perform a Return-toService Test Flight. You can speak
The reason a test flight should be with him or her to feel them out if
performed is to prove that every- they will give your Malibu a good
thing is operating the way it as in- checkout. We at the Piper Factory
tended to operate. If it initially Service Center provide this service
doesn't, then you can find the prob- at no additional charge to our cuslem during a test flight where you tomers. I sincerely recommend you
are more repared for the unex- have someone qualified fly your airpected. A so, a test flight is when craft,evenifyou go along,just to get
only the pilot and maybe an assis- that second opinion of how your
tant are the only ones aboard the aircraft performs. The majority of
aircraft. Some of the discrepancies the customers I meet, know their
1have come across over the years on airplane intimately and notice if anythe first flight after maintenance - I thing has changed in sight, sound or
sure would not have wanted to en- the touch. What they may not be
counter on a dark, rainy night with fully aware of is how their plane
the weather near minimums.
compares to the fleet out there, or
how it performed when new, or how
Now let us assume - (I do not like it is supposed to perform now.
that word) - that it has been determined that your Malibu needs aTest One example comes to mind. A
Flight. The flight preparation and Malibu 310P owner brought his
preflight will take anywhere from plane into our servicecenter for some
30 to 60 minutes and the engine engine work. Upon completion, I
running checkouts nearly 20 min- performed a test flight on the airutes. Once airborne, it will take craft as though it had just come out
approximately 45 minutes to 1 hour of an annual. I found two items
to perform a good functional check right-off duringthe ground run. First,
when switching off the #2 alternaof the aircraft and all its systems.
tor, the red ALTN annunciator did
To start off, here are a few "Don'ts" not illuminate to show a failure. The
that you should seriously consider same light did function when 1failed

P
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the #1 alternator - the customer did
not realize he should check things
like this. The second discrepancy
was with the Recir Blower in the HI
position - the air flow from the eyeball outlets between the left and right
side of the aircraft was equal. Upon
switching to the "Low" sition, the
airflow from the comp ete left side
eyeballs was normal while the right
side airflow was zero - customer
thought this was per design even
though he did not like it, he thought
it was normal.

P"

Now, enough talk - let us look at
some of the items a pilot should
check, and how he or she might
check them and when should they
be addressedin the overall test flight
sequence. I have broken the test
flight down into a dozen categories
so that we can plan a logical and
timely sequence for the various
checks.
In the next issue we'll discuss the
PREFLIGHT.

Andrew Cindric was with Piper
Aircraft Corp.in VeroBeach, FL.
as Director of the Aircraft
Completion Center, involved in
avionics/electrical packages, custom interiors and exteriors
Prior to Piper, Andy was Avionics
Manager with Atlantlc Aviation
Corp., Cheyenne Sales Manager
in Rochester, NY and Cheyenne
Marketing Managerwith Piper in
Lakeland, FL. Hisexperiencewith
Piper goes back to 1972.
Andy has a BS In Electrical Engineering from West Virginia University. Andy is a commercially
licensedpilot with instrumentand
multi-engineratingnHehas2700+
total time, 800+ hours In turbopropsand 100 hours Malibu time.
This is the first in a series of articles on Return to Sewice Test
Flights

The Initial MalibdMirage training
course has been expanded to five (5)
days, including twenty (20) hours
Ground School, plus ten (10) hours
of Malibu simulator time and five
(5) hours of flying in your aircraft.

simulator training for the experi- are as follows:
encedMalibdMirage operator. The
one day program is eight and one MalibulMirage Initial
half (8.5) hours with (6) hours of
MalibdMirage simulator and is con- MalibuJMirageRecurrent
sidered recurrent training if successfully completed.
Simulator (one day)

Recurrent Training is offered as a
Refresher course to MalibuJMirage
operators who have previously attended the Initial transition course.
The Recurrent Training course consists of twenty (20) hours ground
training, two (2) hours Malibu simulator training, and a flight check in
your aircraft. A Biennial Flight
Review andInstrument Competency
Check may be accomplished during
the flight.

$3,000
1,700
800

The Simulator Training course is
designed to evaluate Malibu operators to determine if they possess the
knowledge and skills essential to
safely operate the PA-46. Areas
covered include systems and equipment, normal and emergency procedures, IFR procedures, flight planning including weather and human
factors, and pilot skills. Additional
training may be required if the pilot
does not meet established training
The Piper Training Center is now standards.
offering a one (1) day Refresher
course consisting of MalibdMirage The cost of these training courses

Initial:

Recurrent:

Sept 16 - 20
Sept 23 - 27
Oct 14 - 18
Oct 21 - 25
Oct 28 - Nov 1
NOV11-15
Nov 18 - 22
Dec 9 - 13
Dec 16 - 20

Sept 16 - 18
Sept 23 - 25
Oct 14- 16
Oct 21- 23
Oct 28 - 30
NOV11- 13
NOV18 - 20
D e c 9 - 11
Dec 16 - 18

There is no doubt that we are all
feeling insecure at this juncture concerning our aircraft, its airworthiness and the ultimate disposition of
Piper Aircraft Corp. (at least as of
this writin ). There are, however, a
number o issues, insurance being
one, which may still be under control if we remain calm and carefully
research the available alternatives.

dures you can follow to protect yourself and aid the presentation of your
exposure to an agent or broker who
will market your aircraft risk.

even in the best of conditions, a ten
to fifteen percent increase is likely
dependingondeductibles, limits, and
pilot qualifications and use.

(1) Write down the information required in a neat and concise fashion
so that the broker can use it to sell
you as a good risk to an insurance
carrier. Items of importance such as
condition of aircraft, proper value
with add-on equipment, base location, storage facility if any, normal
range of use, loss history (and be
honest), category under which you
operate, amount of foreign travel,
pilot qualifications (total hours, last
90 days' hours, etc). Also elaborate
on recurrency training you may have
undertaken and how frequently you
plan on accomplishing this.

(3) Do not jump from one insurance
company to another unless absolutely necessary. Try to establish a
record with one carrier - it does
make a difference.

f

The insurance industry is emerging
from a period of under-priced premiums and high losses. Aviation
insurance has not escaped this trend.
The results under normal conditions
would in all likelihood be tightened
underwriting standards, tougher pilot qualification guidelines and
higher premium costs. Unfortunately, normal conditions do not
prevail for Malibu owners at this
time. There are a number of proce-

(2) Understand that in all likelihood,
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Please call Bob Scott at (407) 5674361 - ext: 2038 if you have any
questions or would like to schedule.

rn

(4) Like pilots and aircraft, the
quality of insurance companies varies greatly. If you don't have any
knowledge of the carrier the broker
is suggesting to you, check it out
through your local stockbroker.
Saving a few dollars but agonizing
over claim payment isn't worth it.
You didn't skimp on the purchase of
your aircraft so don't get cheap in
protecting it.
Continued on Page 15

Air Conditioner Difficulties

Ctw Piper Service Bulletin 865 freon
com ressordrive ulle nutinspection
and %elf removafl 4 o n inspection
found air conditioning elt idler pulley
bearlng was gone. Probable cause was
bearing failure.
Bracket found cracked at u per right
compressor mount flange. {urther mvest1 ation found compressor (Piper I
n sSk-)90 to be craclccdat lower riggt
mounting !I ange. When mstallmgnew
bracket and compressor shims had to
be used in addition to spacers TCM p/
n 646445-1) to compensate or lay
between the two arts. lt is mostli!ely
that the cracks g u n d resulted from a
poor fit of the original bracket and
compressor. A cracked bracket had
been found previously on a different
Malibu.

\

During letdown, the pilotheard athump
and noticed the air conditioner quit
functioning. After landing and opening the cowlin the air conditioner
mount arm that5olds the idler pulley
was found broken and lying m the
bottom of the cowling. Further investigation revcalcd the idle pulley had
unscrewed itself fromthe broken mount
arm and was found lod ed between the
nose ear actuator an% engine mount
rail. i f t e r investigating closer the pulley bearin was found worn out. Itwas
also n o t e l that the bolt attaching the
direction as the rotation of the air conditioner dnve belt, there by allowmg
the bolt to be unscrewed when the
g l l e y froze up. The bre* is believed
be caused by vibration from the
worn pulley bmg.

During routine in air cond com
sor drlve mount ?rackets have
found cracked at mounting lu s for
compressor.. Piper has issued
NR
999 rtainm to ah nment checks
and s&m instaflation. &gplete wparatlon of compressor dunng operation
could cause extensive damage to engine and environmental ducting. This
1s 3rd occurrence.

Ei

rides on compressor bolts. Submitter
suspects in correct tensionondrivebelt.

&

S~bmitter~states
air conditioner condenser coils above yaw servo allow
moisture tq drip into servo and eventually corrosion damage rendered servo
inoperative.
Pulley excessively worn on air cond
compressor. Attaching nut allowed
pulley to turn on shaft.
Pilot smelled elect bumin Avionics
cooling fan motor bumed.%d fan this
model acft.

Air conditioning quit workin traced
roblem to compressor clugh coil.
Kemoved, found coil ground wirs bmken due to coil being loose in cu
retainer. Coil not secured to cup ang
vibration allowed coil to work and
break wire epoxy used to seal coil in
cup not holding.
Yaw damper inoperative. Air conditioning coil drops water on servo.
Servo severely corroded and inoperative. problem occurs on all PA463 10P. submitter recommends sealing
case with rtv. Have had many problems with this.
During annual found air conditioner
belt nussin cfutch worn on compressor. Foundtelt tension boltsrectan u
larnutmissin from aircraft. submi!&
suggests chec%ngjamnutfor security.

Ins tion revealed that the two aft
bolf?&xring
air conditioning comgressor to compressor bracket were
roken.

Air conditioner com ressor belt keeps
disintegrating and Ringin itself off
the com ressorand associafkdpulleys.
Found #e following parts missin from
belt tensioner assembly, 64077i bolt,
649924 nut 640777 nut, and AN316During annual found air conditioner 6R nut. without tensioner bolt in place
belt nussin cfutch worn on compres- (640774), tensioner pulley was not
sor. Foundtelt tension boltsrectan u- tightly held in both tension and comlarnut missin fromaireraft. ~ u b m i & r pression. no idea how long parts were
suggests che&ngpmnut for security. mssln or where arts went. Thls
illustrafks that use opservice and arts
manual diagrams should go ha$-inhand. If had done so, m g h t have
Durin annual, found drivebelt miss- drscovered this roblem earlier and
mg, cfutch was so loose the pulley y v e n t e d loss of% least 2 eomP~essor
elts.
[Additional SDRs, Accident & Incident Reports and NTSB Reports will be a featured cdumn in future issues of this magazine.]

-

your search as the industry still isn't
sure, like us, of what ultimately will
(5) Use a broker or agent who spe- transpire with our situation.
cializes in aircraft insurance. It is a
complex, fast changing field which A recent survey of eight major general aviationinsurancecamers indirequires a specialist.
cates no panic but rather a careful
(6) Ask the broker to try a numberof eye being given to both new busivariables with the carriers such as ness and renewals. All have indidifferent deductibles and liability cated that a great deal more importance will be placed on frequent,
limits.
professional recurrency training.
Underwriting can vary widely be- Give a great deal of thought before
tweeninsurance companies and even changing insurance camers if you
vary between regional offices of the have anestablished lat ti on ship, and
same company. Be persistent in in addition, expect rate increases as
Insurance Continued from Page 14
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a normal process. This is a complex
field and there are many facets to it
which require deeper explanation.
We hope to have much more information for you and perhaps a discussion panel atour Novembermeeting in Sarasota.

Sandy Rand is a board member of
MlMOPA and Chairman of the
Insurance Committee.

COMPREHENSIVE
MALIBU TRAININGm.,.
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SIMCOM Training
Centers is pleased to announce
five-day initial and three-day recurrent proficiency
courses for Malibu and Malibu Mirage pilots.
SIMCOM's unique program combines ground
school, flight instruction and simulator sessions to
hone your flying capabilities as well as your
knowledge of the Malibu and its systems. We
employ our Baron 58P simulator to sharpen your
instrument skills and to demonstrate the effects of
certain potential malfunctions-particularly
autopilot and altitude pre-select device problems.
SIMCOM's Malibu program is directed by Mr.
Ron Cox, formerly director of training at Piper
Aircraft Corporation in Vero Beach, Florida.
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Call Ron Cox at:

1-8OO-27Z-OZll

Classes are taught by instructors with signifi
amounts of Malihu flying experience. And ei&
class is limited to just two students so that
training can be tailored to individual specific
needs.
Why not join us soon at our modern, 20,000
sq-ft facilities in sunny Orlando, Florida for
Malibu training that will begin paying dividends
immediately as you understand your airplane
better and fly it with maximum proficiency and
confidence.
The Malibu five-day initial course is only
$2,000 and the three-day recurrent just $1,200.

!ENiMlCOM
TRAINING CENTERS

7500 Municipal Drive

Orlando, Florida 32819 Fax 407-345-9450

